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Abstract 
Research discussing the problems in activity based costing in the service sector is largely 

absent. Most discussions are regarding the identification of activity cost drivers and that 

service companies do not have access to information systems. Since earlier research, to a 

large extent, is missing, this paper aims to outline why this identification is especially 

troublesome for companies in the service sector and how an information system could affect 

the identification. The literature that was used in this paper consists of theories about cost 

accounting in general and activity based costing, where the focus is on how activity cost 

drivers are identified. To make this paper possible a case company was used. The case 

company gave access to activities and their information system through presentations, which 

gave the paper the ability to identify problems when identifying activity cost drivers and 

examine how an information system could affect this. This paper could identify five problems 

when identifying activity cost drivers. These problems are Absence of information, Choice of 

perspective, Intertwinedness, Continuous change and Standardization. The information 

system could partly facilitate the identification of activity cost drivers since only parts of the 

required information is available in the information system.  
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1. Introduction 

Cost allocation in the service sector has always been a problem since service companies differ 

from manufacturing companies and even though the two sectors are starting to converge the 

problems still exist, but what are the problems in the service sector? 

A service company generates income by providing a service for their customers instead of a 

physical product. One example of a service company could be an accounting firm, they offer 

consulting in tax returns, audits, bookkeeping and more. Unlike ordinary manufacturing 

companies, service companies sell their services and essentially sell their time (Grönroos, 

2013). Due to service companies not selling any physical products it becomes difficult to use 

the same cost accounting methods in both sectors (Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). 

Cost accounting aims to give management basis for decision making, improved efficiency and 

how to enhance the performance of the company. By using cost information, the company can 

allocate its resources to more profitable areas and see how and where costs originate, this is 

called cost allocation. Knowing how and where costs originate is only one part of the solution, 

another problem lies in how to allocate and track the costs to the appropriate process in the 

company (Vanderbeck, 2012). 

Theories of how costs should be allocated have existed for a long time in the manufacturing 

sector. With new technology and information available some argue that the traditional ways of 

allocating costs are no longer relevant. This is because manufacturing is becoming more 

customer centric and efficient by implementing new production systems, for example lean 

production (Ramadan et al., 2016). Manufacturing is not the only sector with difficulties 

correctly allocating their costs. In the service sector the problems of allocating costs to their 

correct process becomes a new challenge. Why this becomes a challenge might not be that 

surprising since the cost systems were originally developed for manufacturing companies 

(Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). There are several factors that differentiates the two sectors, 

Gummeson (1987) describes one; 

“something that can be bought and sold, but which you cannot drop on your foot”. 

(Gummesson 1987, p. 22) 

As the citation suggests, one of the key differences between manufacturing and service 

companies is that services are intangible. The intangibility makes it hard to identify when the 
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value of the service is transferred to the customer, it is also hard to measure the value of the 

service itself, since it depends on the perception of the customer (Ward, 1993). One of the 

reasons it is hard to determine the value of a service is because it often lacks measurable input 

and output, furthermore it is also hard to relate input to output. In manufacturing companies, it 

is easier to evaluate and measure the input and output since they are comprised of physical 

materials. 

Another difference between manufacturing and service companies is the production and 

consumption of the sold product or service. In manufacturing companies, the product is 

manufactured and when the product is finished it is sent to the customer for consumption. In 

service companies, the production and consumption of the service happens simultaneously 

(Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). The simultaneous production and consumption of the service means 

that the customer can alter the service throughout the whole process. For example, when going 

to the hairdresser the customer can change the results of the service by giving input during the 

process. The cost implication is that the costs can change during the production and 

consumption, meaning that it is hard to forecast the costs associated with the service. 

The simultaneous production and consumption contributes to an additional difference between 

manufacturing and service companies. Since the production and consumption is simultaneous 

it is impossible for service companies to keep inventory. Sheridan (1996) argues that the lack 

of inventory and stored goods should make cost allocation easier, because the implication of 

evaluating inventory becomes irrelevant. While the problem of evaluating inventory has 

become irrelevant, several studies mean that there are other implications from the impossibility 

of keeping inventory (Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). Service companies tend to need more human 

capital in their day-to-day business than manufacturing companies, because the employees 

create the company’s value (Mills, 1986). When being able to keep inventory, it is possible to 

calculate the value of inventory, however since service companies instead have more human 

capital and higher overhead costs the problem lies in allocating these costs. 

In order to establish a precise cost allocation system Brignall (1991) points out the importance 

of cost information. Brignall (1991) argues that information systems should not only contain 

estimates of the costs but that they must be precise and reflect the company’s real costs. This 

precision is essential for management to make the correct decisions, if the company does not 

have this precise information there is a risk that management gets incorrect information and 

makes decisions based on the incorrect data (Worthy, 1987). Several studies and surveys have 

concluded that a problem in service companies is that they have insufficient information 
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systems. Ernst and Young and the Institute of Management Accountants (2003) findings are 

consistent with what Cooper (1989) found, they both concluded that companies in the service 

sector had inadequate costing systems. Drucker (1995) goes even further and argues that all 

companies in the service sector practically have no cost information at all, while others, for 

example Tan (2009) argue that service companies have information systems but that they are 

insufficient. Saying that service companies have practically no cost information at all might be 

going too far, however it seems obvious that there is a problem concerning access to information 

systems in the service sector. 

The problems discussed above can be aggregated into three properties of services and one 

identified problem that the service sector face regarding cost allocation. The first property of a 

service is the intangibility, the second is the simultaneous production and consumption and the 

third is that services cannot be stored. Additionally, an identified problem within the service 

sector regarding cost allocation is that service companies have no or inadequate information 

systems. 

Even though the properties of a service company and the identified problem makes it more 

difficult to use cost accounting, a common way of calculating in the service sector is through 

activity based costing. The reason why service companies use activity based costing instead of 

traditional ways of allocating costs is because service companies are not dependent on volume 

and have relative low direct costs. Therefore, service companies have higher indirect overhead 

costs, which makes it more troublesome to use the traditional ways of allocating costs 

(Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). Innes & Mitchell (1990) reported that by using activity based 

costing, overhead costs were allocated in a more accurate and credible way than traditional 

allocation methods. Since the input and output is different every time a service is completed it 

is hard to accurately allocate costs, therefore it is argued that allocating costs through activities 

is better. 

Even though activity based costing is used in the service sector, several studies shows that there 

are still some difficulties associated with the use of activity based costing (John & Falconer, 

1997; Chea, 2011; Oseifuah, 2014). Previous studies highlight the difficulty of identifying 

activity cost drivers. However, they have not described and explained why it is difficult to 

identify activity cost drivers in the service sector. The lack of knowledge motivates further 

studies in the area, explaining and describing the difficulty. By researching this area companies 

could get a deeper understanding of what the difficulties of identifying activity cost drivers 

imply. 
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Studies have highlighted the difficulties in activity based costing, more specifically identifying 

activity cost drivers. Therefore, this study aims to examine the difficulties of identifying activity 

cost drivers and furthermore, the study will also focus on how available cost information 

impacts the identification of activity cost drivers in the service sector. This can be done since 

the case company in the paper has a well-developed information system, which means that one 

of the main challenges in cost allocation in the service sector, access to an information system, 

should not be a problem for this company. 

1.1 Purpose 
According to previous research, one problem in activity based costing is how to identify activity 

cost drivers and this is especially difficult in the service sector. However, research discussing 

why this is a problem, specifically in the service sector, is largely absent. Since discussions 

regarding the identification problem are, to a large extent, missing, this study aims to outline 

why this identification is especially troublesome for companies in the service sector. 

Previous research has also stated that service companies to a large extent are missing accurate 

information systems. This paper has access to a case company with an information system, 

which has been identified as one of the main challenges in the service sector. With access to 

this system the paper has the possibility to analyze how access to an information system affects 

the identification of activity cost drivers. 

By explaining and describing why it is difficult to identify activity cost drivers and how access 

to an information system affects the identification of activity cost drivers this paper aims to 

create an understanding regarding the problems of identifying activity cost drivers. The purpose 

of this paper is to create an understanding about the problems associated with the identification 

of activity cost drivers and how a well-developed information system can contribute to the 

identification of the activity cost drivers. 

1.2 Research question 
This paper has two research questions, the first question is, what problems arise when 

identifying activity cost drivers in the service sector? The second question is, how does access 

to an information system benefit the identification of activity cost drivers? 
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1.3 Contribution 

1.3.1 Theoretical 

The theoretical contribution will consist of adding knowledge to the limited research that has 

studied the problem of identifying activity cost drivers. The contribution consists of a clearer 

definition of what the actual problems of identifying activity cost drivers are in the service 

sector. By researching this area, the goal of this paper is to contribute to the limited research 

regarding the problems of activity cost drivers. 

Additionally, contributions to the research will be done by studying how access to an 

information system affects the identification of activity cost drivers. By researching this, a 

contribution will be an understanding of how the information system impacts the ability to 

correctly identify activity cost drivers. Furthermore, knowledge about what type of information 

that is needed to further facilitate the identification of activity cost drivers will be identified. 

1.3.2 Practical 

The contribution to the case company will consist of information about what problems they 

have identifying activity cost drivers and what type of additional information that would be 

beneficial to include in the information system. The case company will also get knowledge of 

how the cost information system have benefitted the identification. 
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2. Presentation of the case company 

The chosen case company is a service company that offer their services to corporate and private 

customers. The company was originally founded in Sweden and has through expansion and 

acquisitions grown over the years. In 2011, the turnover was about 110 million Swedish crowns 

and in 2015 it was close to 250 million Swedish crowns. Today the company has close to 150 

employees in a total of ten countries, which primarily are located in northern and central Europe. 

Their headquarter is located in Stockholm, Sweden, and the majority of the business is located 

in northern Europe. 

The main service of the company is a mobile application that helps their customers in their day 

to day life. However, lately the company has expanded the service and offer their corporate 

customer more advanced and technical solutions within the current field. The service that they 

offer to both corporate and private customers have two different subscription models. The first 

model is for customers who only use the service irregularly and only pays when they use the 

service but a fee is added to the original price. The second model is for customers that use the 

service regularly and they pay a subscription fee every month and not an extra fee when using 

the service. In this paper these models will be called Small and Large, were Small is the model 

that is used by the irregular customers and Large is the model that is used by the regular 

customers. 

3. Theoretical framework 

This chapter starts with basic concepts regarding cost accounting, this is done to create an 

understanding of cost accounting. This is followed by a description of how an activity based 

costing system is constructed, which is done in order to create a complete picture of activity 

based costing. The focus of the description will be on the identification of activity cost drivers. 

The conclusion of the chapter contains a theoretical discussion. 

3.1 Cost types 
A company needs to evaluate and categorize their costs in order to properly accomplish cost 

accounting (Greve, 2009). In cost accounting, there are several ways of identifying different 

types of costs that are used in order to aid cost accounting. Basic types of costs are the following: 

fixed costs, variable costs, direct costs, indirect costs, incremental costs and common costs. 

A fixed cost is a cost that does not change depending on the amount of goods or services that 

are produced, they are independent regardless of business activity (Greve, 2009). One example 

of a fixed costs is rent, the rent needs to be paid regardless of what activity is conducted and is 

not tied to any service or production output. 
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Unlike fixed costs a company’s variable costs are costs that vary depending on the production 

output (Greve, 2009). This means that the costs rise when production increases and fall when 

the production decreases. Examples of variable costs can be materials and certain kind of labor 

that fluctuates depending on the customers’ demands. 

Costs that originate in the production of services or goods and that can be traced to a specific 

product or service are called direct costs (Greve, 2009). Since direct costs can be traced directly 

to a specific product or service they do not need to be allocated to a cost center or activity. 

Examples of direct costs can be labor or materials that can be directly traced to a cost object. 

Compared to direct costs, indirect costs cannot be directly traced to a service or product (Greve, 

2009). Indirect costs are harder to trace because they are usually involved in several activities. 

Due to the complexity of not being directly traceable to a cost object these costs are allocated 

to cost centers and then distributed to the cost object. One example of this could be the electric 

invoice the company receives, it becomes very hard to track this to specific products or services 

since electricity is used by everyone, all the time. 

The two last types of costs vary depending on alternatives. Incremental costs are costs that are 

unique to that alternative (Greve, 2009). Common costs are present regardless of what 

alternative is chosen. For example, when the customer can choose between two different types 

of products, the common costs could be the marketing of the company. The marketing costs 

will be the same regardless of what product the customer buys. The incremental costs are the 

costs that can be directly or indirectly allocated to the product the customer buys. 

3.2 Full costing and variable costing 
When establishing cost allocation systems there is an important choice to make regarding what 

costs should be included. Two common ways of calculating is full costing and variable costing 

(Greve, 2009). The way the methods differ is if costs are considered period costs or if they are 

considered to be product costs. Furthermore, the two ways both have their own benefits and 

limitations and cannot replace one another. 

Full costing, also known as absorptions costing, is a method where you include all the 

company’s costs, meaning that full costing determines the entire cost of the product or service 

(Greve, 2009). The main concept of full costing is that incremental costs is directly allocated to 

the cost object and the common costs are distributed by using certain allocation principles. If 

this method is used, the end result will show if the product or service covers all of the company’s 

costs. 
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The variable costing method only include costs that varies depending on what is produced. 

Furthermore, it differentiates costs in another way, the costs are now identified as incremental 

costs and common costs (Greve, 2009). It is only the incremental costs that should be taken into 

consideration when using this method. This method is most commonly used to determine how 

profitable an individual product or service is, regardless of the common costs. By using this 

method, the company gets the possibility to see how much the product or service contributes to 

the company’s overall common costs.  

Variable and full costing are used for different purposes, except for the above, full costing is 

more commonly used when making long term profitability and decision making (Greve, 2009). 

This is because full costing takes all the company’s costs into consideration. Unlike the full 

costing method, variable costing is more commonly used for short term decision making, for 

example product or service profitability. The reason why this method is more commonly used 

in the short term is because the costs that are fixed in the long term are exempted. 

The two methods above could be seen as two general ways of allocating costs. One where all 

costs are included and one where only the variable costs are included. Furthermore, the 

fundamentals of these two methods are used by other allocation methods. For example, when 

using activity based costing all costs should be included (Gerdin, 1995). 

3.3 Activity based costing 
Manufacturing companies the last century have become more customer centric with increased 

product diversity. This has led to increased indirect costs in regard to total costs. The results of 

the increased indirect costs have led to a higher degree of arbitrariness in cost allocation, this is 

because the companies are forced to allocate more costs with different kinds of principles and 

some sort of index for distributing overhead (Gerdin, 1995). Being forced to use principles to 

allocate the costs can lead to application rates that are disproportionately high which in turn can 

lead to misleading basis for decision making. That manufacturing companies have become 

more customer centric with more indirect cost has also led to the problem that according to the 

traditional ways the indirect cost is propionate to the production volume. This is most likely 

incorrect and the indirect costs are more probably proportionate to the complexity of the 

company since it is the number of activities and processes that increase the indirect costs 

(Gerdin, 1995).  

As stated earlier the service sector is characterized by high human capital cost and that services 

differ from each other, therefore the sector has high overhead and indirect costs. The fact that 
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service companies have these types of costs shows that the same problems as discussed above 

are present in the service sector (Upchurch, 2002). 

3.3.1 Basics of activity based costing 

When using activity based costing, it is important to see the company or organization as a series 

of activities. Instead of allocating costs to cost objects the costs are allocated to the activities 

that support production, which means that there are three basic components in activity based 

costing (Gerdin, 1995). These components are resources, activities and cost objects. In order to 

use activity based costing successfully it is important that the company identifies their activities 

since it is the activities that are the foundation of activity based costing. A first step in activity 

based costing is to allocate resource consumption to one of the identified activities, this is done 

since it is the activities that consume the recourses. A second step is to identify what cost objects 

are relevant to the company. This step is also linked to the activities in the company since the 

cost object creates demand for activities. This in turn means that the cost object makes claim 

and consumes the activity and the resources associated to the activity. Figure 1, illustrates the 

relations between activities, recourses and cost objectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Figure 1, resources, activities and cost objects are the main components in activity 

based costing (Gerdin, 1995). To further understand how these components are linked together 

the next section will contain an overview of their use in activity based costing. 

As previously stated resources are consumed by activities, in order to be able to link these 

together the resources in the company needs to be identified. Common resources are materials, 

labor and technology and these needs to be quantified in order to be used in activity based 

costing (Gerdin, 1995). The transformation is usually made from resources to a monetary term 

to be able to measure it and use it in activity based costing. When the resources have been 

quantified they are for example identified as salaries, rent and material costs. 

Direct costs can and should be directly allocated to the cost object, in the same way as in 

traditional cost accounting. However, indirect costs should never be allocated directly to a cost 

Activities Resources Cost objects 

Figure 1, relations between resources, activities and cost objects. 
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object, these should instead be allocated to an activity (Gerdin, 1995). This is done either 

through a distribution key or if possible to trace the indirect costs directly to an activity it should 

be allocated to that activity. It is important that indirect costs that can be directly traced to an 

activity are not allocated through a distribution key but instead allocated directly to the activity. 

If a distribution key is used on indirect costs that can be traced, there is a risk that the 

information becomes misleading. 

Resource cost drivers are used as distribution keys when resources are allocated to the activity 

(Gerdin, 1995). Resource cost drivers are a measurement of how much a certain activity 

consumes a resource. When the resources have been distributed to an activity they end up in 

that activities activity cost pool. Activity pool is the term used for the aggregated consumption 

of resources that a single activity consumes. 

Activity cost drivers are an estimate of how much resources the cost object consumes. This is 

done by aggregating resources to activities, which was done through resource cost drivers, and 

then assigning activities to cost objects. The activity cost driver is therefore used to distribute 

the costs in the activity pool to a single cost object (Gerdin, 1995). 

The main goal with activity based costing is to allocate or trace all costs to cost objects. Cost 

objects can support managers in their decision making by providing useful information 

concerning customers, products, order compositions and more. 

Figure 2, is an illustration of how the three components resources, activities and cost objects 

are connected to one another. It also shows how resources are traced or allocated by using 

activities to a cost object. 
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Even if the processes that are illustrated in figure 2 are perfectly executed and used by the 

company there are some elements that are needed to complement the model to make it work. 

The activity based costing model demands that the information that is used for cost accounting 

is precise to reflect reality. If the information is incorrect there is a risk that the results of using 

the model becomes misleading and will give incorrect basis for decision making (Hicks, 1999). 

3.3.2 Activity cost drivers 

When choosing activity cost drivers there are two questions that must be considered in order 

for activity based costing to be accurate (Gerdin, 1995). These two questions are; 

 How many activity cost drivers are needed? 

 What types of activity cost drivers should be chosen? 

The first question exists because it is not practical to assign one activity cost driver to every 

activity (Gerdin, 1995). This is because it would cost the company too much time and money 

to identify every activity cost driver and assign it to every activity that exists in the company. 

For this reason, it is important that activities are aggregated into fewer activities. To make sure 

that the activities are connected and not too different, the output of the activities needs to be 

homogenous. The second question exists since companies need to consider how the activity 

cost drivers should be measured. For example, they need to make the decision if they want to 

measure it through time or the number of times the activity has been completed. As stated, these 

are problems that companies need to consider when choosing their activity cost drivers. The 

process for how companies can handle these problems will be presented below. 

RESOURCES ACTIVITIES 

Indirect 

costs 

Direct 

costs 

Resource cost drivers 

COST 

OBJECT 

Costs that are directly traced to cost object 

Activity cost driver 

Figure 2, illustrates how costs are connected in activity based costing (inspired by 

Gerdin, 1995). 
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When companies choose how many activity cost drivers they need to have, there are two things 

they need to consider. Firstly, the company needs to consider how precise they want the 

calculations to be (Gerdin, 1995). The more activity cost drivers there are the more precise the 

calculation becomes. Secondly, they also need to consider what kind of products or services 

that they have and how complex these are in terms of cost structure complexity. To define this, 

it is important to identify if the products or services overlap in terms of their activities, it is also 

important to identify how much of the activity they use. If they overlap they can be merged and 

allocated to one common activity cost driver. If they do not overlap and cannot be traced to the 

same activity they should instead be allocated with distribution keys. 

When the number of activity cost drivers have been chosen, and aggregated to the decided level 

the next step is to define what types of activity cost drivers should be used. In this step, there 

are two factors to consider when choosing the types of activity cost drivers (Gerdin, 1995). The 

first factor is the availability of information about the chosen activity cost drivers. Depending 

on what it is that needs to be measured, it requires a certain degree of information, therefore, it 

is the available information that decides on how the activity cost drivers will be measured. The 

information is usually gathered from cost information systems that exist in the company and 

will depend on the systems level of complexity. The second factor is regarding how well the 

chosen activity cost drivers’ consumption correlates with the products and services real 

consumption of the activity. If they do not correlate one solution would be to split the activity, 

which means that the difference in consumption can be eliminated. The more total costs the 

activity bears, it becomes more important that the consumption of the activity correlates to the 

activity cost driver and how it is measured. 

3.3.3 Activity based cost hierarchy 

The activity based cost hierarchy is dependent on the previously identified and aggregated 

activities. To create an activity based cost hierarchy the activities must be classified and the 

classification depends on how the costs vary (Gerdin, 1995). One example of a classification is 

to group all costs that vary directly with change in production volume to one level. One level 

could, as previously mentioned, be costs on unit level and another level could contain all 

activities that vary with costs related to product design. The activity based cost hierarchy is 

built of several of these levels. The cost hierarchy goal is to create a better understanding of 

how costs vary within the company, it also aims to give the company better basis for decision 

making. Figure 3 below, illustrates five levels that Cooper (1990) identified. 
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3.3.4 Activity based costing in service organizations 

Activity based costing can be used in the service sector in a similar way as manufacturing 

companies, they both need to analyze the operating costs (Cooper & Kaplan, 1991). In theory, 

there is little difference in analyzing the operating units in a service organization to analyzing 

the operating costs in the support departments in the manufacturing sector. The steps when 

creating an activity based costing system in the service sector are similar to when creating it in 

the manufacturing sector, in both sectors it is essential to identify and correctly aggregate 

activities as described above. 

The main difference when it comes to the result of activity based costing in the manufacturing 

sector and in the service sector is how the different sectors use the information regarding 

demand (Cooper & Kaplan, 1991). In the manufacturing sector, it is most common to analyze 

the demand for support resources in order to be able to produce the demanded volume and mix 

of products. This means that the sector focuses on identifying what the demand is on their 

products and what mix of products they need. In the service sector, it is also the demand that 

should be focused on, however it is not the demand of the products. Instead the service sector 

should analyze the demand of the individual customer to satisfy their needs. Because of this 

difference the service sector needs to include reports on the customers, and not only the product 

and profitability in their analysis. 

3.4 Top down approach 
When identifying activities in a company there are a variety of approaches that can be used, 

one common way is the top down approach. When using this approach, the activities are 

identified through a team of specialists in the company. The specialists understanding of the 

business processes are essential and therefore it is important that they have long experience of 

  

Unit level (material, direct labor) 

Batch level (machine setup) 

Product level (product enhancement) 

Customer level (customer visits) 

Company level (management team) 

Figure 3, Activity based cost hierarchy (inspired by Cooper, 1990) 
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the company (Greve, 2009). To get a correct identification of the activities it is important that 

the specialists have a good understanding of the business processes. Furthermore, to get a more 

accurate identification of all the business processes in the company it is advantageous that the 

team consists of specialists from different functions. This is important since the specialists can 

contribute with their knowledge of what the business process of their function is.  

One of the major advantages with the top down approach is that it is easier to create and define 

how the term activity should be used (Greve, 2009). It is important to have a common definition 

of the term activity since it facilitates the comparison between activities and functions. Another 

advantage is that the top down approach is relatively quick and inexpensive to execute. When 

using this approach, it is imperative that the specialists have a good understanding of the 

business processes, otherwise there is a risk that the identified activities do not represent the 

actual activities performed in the company. 

3.5 Theoretical discussion 
As mentioned in the introduction this paper will focus on describing and explaining the 

problems of identifying activity cost drivers. Previously, the theory how to use activity based 

costing and more specifically activity cost drivers was explained. However, practically there 

are studies that show that there are still difficulties associated with the identification of activity 

cost drivers. The difficulties associated with the identification are not explained and the studies 

only provide examples of solutions that could circumvents the difficulties, they do not explicit 

explain why the difficulties exists. One example of this is Pohlen and Londe (1994) that arrived 

at the conclusion that activities are difficult to determine and relate to the output, in other words 

the activity cost driver is hard to determine. Pohlen and Londe (1994) argues that the 

identification of activities is dependent on the available cost information system. One solution 

presented by Pohlen and Londe (1994) was that the activity based costing system simply needed 

to be adapted to the available cost information, if the company had little cost information the 

activity based costing system needed to be less sophisticated. Another study that identified the 

difficulty of identifying activity cost drivers is Chea (2011), she presented a performance based 

activity based system as the solution. However, like Pohlen and Londe (1994), she does not 

explicitly explain the difficulties with the identification of activity cost drivers. Similar to other 

studies John and Falconer (1997), says that it is important to list activities in order to get a 

useful perspective and through that better cost control. Furthermore, they argue that the list of 

activities becomes complicated to compile if the cost information system is inadequate. Many 

studies point to the importance of a cost information system when identifying activity cost 
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drivers, however they do not explain what the difficulties of identify activity cost drivers are 

and they do not explain what type of cost information that is needed to overcome the difficulties. 

4. Research strategy 

4.1 Choice of topic 

The decisions made in this paper are influenced by the background and culture of the 

researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2013). To understand some of the choices made in this paper it is 

important for the reader to know how and why the choice of topic is influenced. The choice of 

topic originally came from an inspirational meeting where many difficulties of cost accounting 

was discussed, mainly difficulties in the service sector since the contact works in a service 

company. The choice of topic was a problem area that the contact person brought up and to us 

it was especially interesting because of its actuality. Secondly, the reason cost accounting as an 

area was chosen is because the researchers have an interest in the subject and therefore interest 

in expanding the knowledge in this area exists. 

4.2 Choice of case company 
When choosing the sample that will be used in studies there are a couple of factors that need to 

be considered. The fundamental in this paper was to have a case company which had a certain 

attribute, and that attribute was that they had an information system. Given that this limitation 

was present, the choice of eligible samples also became limited. The case company that was 

chosen was the same company that the contact person works in, furthermore one of the authors 

of this paper also works at the company. The choice of case company was mainly made because 

the insight that both the contact person and one of the authors has. This way of choosing a case 

company means that every company with this specific attribute did not have a statistical chance 

of being considered, this means that the paper used a non-probability sample (Bryman & Bell, 

2013). Furthermore, this paper used a convenient sample, this means that the case was chosen 

due to the availability of the respondents. The reason this was chosen was since the researchers 

of this paper was given the ability to gather data through access to the company’s information 

system. Studies that use non-probability sample and more precise, convenient samples are often 

criticized for not being generalizable. However, the aim of these kinds of studies is not to create 

generalizable results but rather find context related results that can be useful in further research. 

The case company in this paper choose to be anonymous and therefore names and titles that 

will be presented in the empirics was changed to generic names. The case company asked for 

anonymity since they did not want competitors to get information regarding internal economical 
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numbers, internal processes and tasks. Anonymity can prove to be problematic when 

conducting a study, firstly the study needs to ensure anonymity is preserved through the study 

(Bryman & Bell, 2013). Secondly problems arise within the company when researching internal 

relations and cultural phenomenon, this is because the relations in the company can be affected 

when the results of the paper are released and specific data can be traced to specific persons in 

the company. In this paper neither internal relations or actual numbers need to be used since it 

is only the general tasks and processes in the company that was needed to identify activity cost 

drivers, for this reason anonymity was easier to ensure. 

4.3 Research design 
To answer the research question of the paper, the paper used existing theory about activity based 

costing in the service sector. Furthermore, the paper was dependent on the case presented since 

the company had a certain attribute that several studies identified to be missing in most service 

companies. The paper was also dependent on receiving accurate information about how the case 

company worked and was structured. The case company provided the paper the ability to test 

existing theory in a more specific context to further develop understanding in the field of 

activity based costing in the service sector. More specific for this thesis, identifying the 

problems of activity cost drivers and how cost information could affect this. 

The theory that was chosen to be applied on the case company explained what activity based 

costing is and how activity based costing works, more specifically how activity cost drivers are 

identified. Even though activity based costing was made for manufacturing companies it can 

still prove useful in the service sector and this is the reason why activity based costing was 

chosen for this paper (Gerdin, 1995). The reason why this is possible is since manufacturing 

companies have become more customer centric and therefore have a more varied supply that 

they offer their customers. The new direction manufacturing companies are taking means that 

they are becoming more alike the service sector in how they can use cost accounting. 

The theory that was used in the paper needed to be tested and established for the paper to be 

able to produce a reliable result, therefore the paper used scientific articles. According to 

Christiansen et al. (2010) the use of established theory can be used to determine the reliability 

of the paper. Relevant theories, written by researchers was used to increase the possibility that 

the theories used are established. Furthermore, several sources were read and used to ensure 

that the information used is reliable. Additionally, data was gathered through presentations by 

the managers at the case company and the information system was presented by one of the 

responsible employees. 
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In this paper, corporate customers with subscription model Large was chosen as the cost object. 

The reason why corporate customers were chosen was because the process associated with 

corporate customers involved activities from all functions, where private customers does not 

involve activities from the sales function. Furthermore, the case company have more corporate 

customers than private customers. The subscription model Large, was chosen because it is the 

most common subscription used by corporate customers. 

4.4 Research approach 
The literature was originally read to create an understanding for activity based costing in the 

service sector and the problems associated with it. This was done since an understanding of the 

established literature is beneficial to identify what is important and crucial for activity based 

costing to work in the service sector. The underlying understanding of the research area was 

beneficial when extracting useful empirical data from the paper’s data material (Kvale, 1996). 

To find establish literature regarding activity based costing in the service sector, google scholar 

and the library of Örebro university was used. This means that it was mostly scientific articles 

and educational books that was read. The scientific articles were primarily used to map the 

problems with activity based costing in the service sector. The articles that were used discussed 

general problems associated with activity based costing in the service sector. To create a larger 

understanding, articles that discussed activity based costing in the public sector, hospitals, 

logistic companies and more was read. Also, articles that discussed the need for information 

within activity based costing was read. However, articles that use an own adaptation of activity 

based costing has not been read since problems in these kinds of system could be specific for 

the adaptations and not a general problem for activity based costing. Furthermore, scientific 

articles that discussed activity based costing outside the service sector has been read to create 

wider understanding of activity based costing. The educational books were primarily used to 

get information of how activity based costing, in theory, works and how the separate parts are 

connected. 

In this paper, it was important to understand what information in the data system that was crucial 

for the ability to identify and use activity cost drivers. The knowledge of the research area was 

also fundamental for the paper to make a meaningful analysis of the results. It was also through 

the knowledge of the theory that made it possible to explain the results and the analysis from a 

theoretical standpoint. 
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As stated above this paper started in established theory and mean to identify problems 

associated with the difficulties of identifying activity cost drivers, this is described as a 

descriptive study. (Bryman & Bell, 2013). Even though this paper was done in a descriptive 

way it also examined how an information system could affect the difficulties of identifying 

activity cost drivers. It will not test a hypothesis but rather explore how the existing theory is 

affected by the identified factor, the access to an information system. This means that the paper 

will be descriptive in its nature, however it also aims to highlight what an information system 

could contribute with in the chosen area. 

4.5 Data collection 
This paper used data in the form of an information system and through presentations from 

functional managers. One of the prerequisites for this paper was, as mentioned before, the 

access to an information system within a company that acts in the service sector. It was 

important to understand how the information system works, this includes how it is structured, 

how data is collected and how the data is stored in the system. To get this knowledge a 

presentation of the information system was held by one of the employees that is an admin for 

the system. This understanding of the system was important since there is a need to know what 

kind of data that exists in the information system.  

The access to the information system was made available by the company who created an 

account for the purpose of this paper. The information system is web-based and therefore 

available from anywhere, meaning that it was not a requirement to be at the company office. 

By not being forced to be at the office of the company, it gave us more time and space to explore 

the system without interrupting the employees. 

As stated before the information system was not the only source of data collection, the paper 

also got information about the workflows of the company from the functional managers. This 

information was given in the form of presentations, where the managers explained what their 

function does and how the workflow is structured. To get similar information from every 

function, three question were sent out to the managers of the functions. This was done by 

sending out the questions in advance and making the managers create their presentations based 

on the three questions. Furthermore, the managers were asked to write down short answers and 

submit these. The reason why managers were asked to present the information and not regular 

employees was because general information about the business processes was needed to create 

a common identification of activities. Furthermore, it would not have been practical to have had 

presentations by the employees since they only have information about their own work. 
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The used approach of sample choice is called top down since the information that was gathered 

comes from managers in the company (Greve, 2009). Another reason that this approach was 

chosen was because the paper is not supposed to directly create an activity based costing system 

for the company which means that information about every single task would have been too 

detailed for the scope of this paper. One of the disadvantages of using top down was that the 

activity list might not in an accurate way represent the activities in the company. To increase 

the likelihood that the activities in this paper were accurate, the representatives chosen were 

from different functions and had between two and eight years of experience. 

The service process of the company was mainly produced by information gathered through 

presentations and through observations made by the researchers of this paper. In the beginning, 

the process was mainly an observation that was created to get further understanding for the 

workflows of the company. When the first draft of the service process was completed, it was 

presented to the case company to assure that the identified process correctly represents a general 

illustration of the actual workflow. The process was altered slightly and the result will be 

presented later in the paper in figure 4. 

4.5.1 Data creation 

Since the research questions were to outline what problems can be identified when identifying 

activity cost drivers, this paper needed a cost object and activities. The cost object was chosen 

since it involves activities from all the functions in the case company. The activities that the 

paper used was created from presentations by the managers at the case company. Activities 

needed to be created in order to identify problems regarding the identification of activity cost 

drivers. The identified service process and the presentation from the managers gave a 

foundation to more accurately create activities. As mentioned the activities were created from 

the presentations and the observed service process, by combining these two, more knowledge 

of the case company was had. By having this knowledge, the identification of activities 

became facilitated since knowledge about how the tasks are connected to the service process 

was available. For example, the manager of the Customer care department said that one of the 

tasks was to help customers getting started with the service. When the manager explained the 

task the description gave cause to the name of the activity, Helping customer use the service. 

This task is performed when a customer wants to start the service, meaning that the task is 

presumed to be performed in the sub-process, Use and delivery. The created activity “18, 

Helping customers use the service” was therefore placed under Use and delivery in the service 

process. Even though some activities in the case company may have been overlooked or 
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created with imperfections, the purpose of the activities are to identify activity cost drivers. 

Therefore, the creation of the activities is not the essential result of the paper, it simply gave 

the ability to identify activity cost drivers. As mentioned, the activities were created by the 

researchers of the paper, this means that the second part of the empiric where the activities are 

presented and given a cost driver was a result of the first part of the empiric, which consists of 

information from the case company. This means that the second part of the empiric, which 

was created by the researchers, is the foundation for the analysis of this paper. Furthermore, 

this means that the paper will analyze the researchers own created empiric. Since the paper 

aims to identify the problems of identifying activity cost drivers the choice of the activity cost 

drivers does not need to be perfectly aligned to the actual resource consumption of the 

activity. The purpose of the activity cost drivers was solely to be able to identify the problems 

of identifying activity cost drivers and therefore, the actual choice of activity cost drivers does 

not need to be perfectly applicable to the case company. This means that the data collected 

was compiled and the compilation was then analyzed to identify problems regarding the 

identification of activity cost drivers. 

A risk of this approach is that the creation of the activities could have been done to 

deliberately create problems when identify activity cost drivers. To prevent this the 

identification was as mentioned done through the presentation and the approved service 

process.  Another risk of this approach could be that some problems could be overlooked 

when identifying the activity cost drivers. The reason for this problem could be that bias 

towards the created activities could exists. 

4.6 Analysis of data 

The first step when analyzing the data was to identify activities. The identification of activities 

was done through information from the presentations and the identified service process. The 

next step was to identify activity cost drivers, this was done by applying the two factors that 

Gerdin (1995) suggests when identifying activity cost drivers. This was done by going through 

each activity separately and give the activity a generic activity cost driver, either time or 

transaction based. The chosen activity cost driver was then discussed to identify eventual 

problems and what prerequisites that was needed to use the activity cost driver.  If there were 

no problems to fulfill the requirements of the two factors an activity cost driver was successfully 

identified. Even if no problems were present, prerequisites to use the activity cost driver could 

be present. If problems are present an activity cost driver can still be identified, however there 

are still problems associated with the two factors. If there are problems with one or both factors, 
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the two questions, why it is a problem and what is needed to fulfill the factors were asked. The 

answers to the questions was categorized into five categories based on the problems 

characteristics. 

4.7 Methodological reflection 

4.7.1 Anonymity 

The case company, as previously stated, chose to remain anonymous. In this paper problems 

associated with anonymity are limited since most of the information from the case company is 

general. Furthermore, no actual numbers were required and the only specific internal 

information is information extracted from the database. To ensure that anonymity persisted 

when the database was presented, some of the names in the hierarchy were changed and some 

concepts in the hierarchal levels. While the names and concepts in the information system were 

changed, the actual meaning of the name or concept was made sure to have the same overall 

meaning. 

4.7.2 Data collection 

The presentation of the information system was made in order to get an understanding of how 

the system is built, how it is used and what it is used for. The presentation was made with the 

purpose of the paper in mind, this means that the presentation focused on areas related to cost 

accounting and cost allocation. The presentation and the information that was received was 

therefore grounded in what the system administrator thought would be relevant for this paper. 

Considering that the presentation was built on the administrators’ interpretation of the purpose 

of this paper, some information that was relevant could have been overlooked. Overlooked 

information could have had an impact on the paper and furthermore, it could have contributed 

to seeing the problem from other perspectives. 

Even though the probability of overlooked information exists, it has to some extent been 

minimized. The reason for this is due to the fact that the paper has had unlimited and 

uncontrolled access to the information system, which means that independent research of the 

information system was made possible. Being able to independently search the system means 

that the probability of finding overlooked information exists and if relevant information was 

found it was included in the paper. If new information was found in the system that was 

complicated and hard to understand the system administrator would have been asked how the 

information should have been interpreted and therefore if it was relevant for this paper. 
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As mentioned the data was collected through presentations and some observations of the case 

company. Therefore, it means that the aggregation of the activities was made with the 

information that was made available by the case company. If another perspective than the top 

down perspective would have been chosen, it could have led to another result and conclusion. 

The reason for this is since the information of the case company could have been different. With 

different information of the case company the aggregation of activities could have been 

influenced and could have been done in another way. This might have led to the identification 

of other problems or no problems at all. However, the result and conclusion could have been 

the same even if other information was had. 

4.7.3 Reflection of the chosen research approach 

As mentioned the second part of the empiric has been created by the researchers of the paper 

through observations and presentations at the case company. Since the data collection was 

mainly done through presentations and some observations without being a participant, this 

approach can be treated as an observer-as-participant role (Bryman & Bell, 2015). One 

advantage of this research approach is that it is easier to evolve and discover new phenomena. 

This is because this approach is not dependent on predetermined examinations with limited 

answers, instead it relies on the ethnographer’s own observations combined with interviews. 

This combination opens up for discoveries that otherwise would not have been possible to see. 

Another approach would have been to interview users of activity based costing in the service 

sector to compile what problems they have experienced. However, this approach could have 

led to similar results as earlier studies, that information is a problem and that practitioners of 

activity based costing simply solves the issues by developing new adaptations of activity 

based costing (Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). Another advantage of the chosen research approach 

is the possibility to further analyze why the problems exists in activity based costing instead 

of only presenting what the problems are. 

The data collection only consists of observations and presentations at the case company and 

not interviews with users of activity based costing, therefore the second part of the empirics 

has been created with the researchers own knowledge of activity based costing. Since the 

empiric is based on the researchers knowledge there is a risk that the created empiric could 

have been created with imperfections, this means that the reliability of the papers conclusions 

can be discussed. The reason the conclusions can be discussed is because the conclusions are 

built on the researchers experience and knowledge and only some of the papers findings can 

be supported by previous studies. To support the findings that previous studies does not 
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mention one alternative could have been to seek users of activity based costing to see if they 

can identify with the categories that the paper has identified. The reason why this was not 

done in this paper is because these types of connections were not available and the case 

company could not contribute with this. To solidify the categories that was identified in this 

paper another study would have been needed. Another study would also strengthen the 

generalization of the categories of the paper.  

One disadvantage of the chosen approach is that the external validity can be questioned since 

it can be difficult to motivate that the paper has a representative sample, this makes it more 

difficult to generalize across multiple settings (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Furthermore, another 

disadvantage of the chosen approach is that the internal validity also can be questioned since 

the empiric that is analyzed is a construction made by the researchers. This means that the 

empiric could deliberately have been created with problems and therefore the observations 

does not match to the developed ideas. To strengthen the validity of the paper the tasks and 

activities that were generated have been tried to be made as general as possible and company 

specific information in the activities has been avoided as much as possible. This was done to 

make the results more generalizable to the service sector as a whole. Furthermore, the 

activities and what the five categories consists of have been explained to give the reader a 

more precise view. This was done to create an understanding of how the categories were 

created and how they emerged from the empiric. 
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5. Information from the case company  

This chapter starts with a presentation of the structure and departments of the case company, 

this is done to create an understanding regarding the departments. The next section consists 

of the observed service process in the case company and the chapter ends with a presentation 

of the information system. 

5.1 The organization structure 
The case company is divided into six departments which function is to support and develop the 

company in the right direction. These departments are finance, marketing, service management, 

IT, customer care, and sales. Each of the departments have their own specific function for the 

case company, the departments also have specific tasks and activities that are needed in order 

to fulfill the function. To get a correct view of the case company and the departments a 

presentation of each department will be given below. The presentation will contain what 

function the department has, how they are organized and what their typical day to day activities 

are. 

5.1.1 Marketing department 

According to the head of marketing, the Marketing departments function is mainly to create a 

brand image to attract new customers and retain current customers. They also work with 

identifying the target audience of the case company. The head of marketing gave the following 

citation to more explicitly explain their function. 

“Identify our target audience. Make our service and brand known towards our target 

audience in the most effective way to drive brand preference, acquisition and retention.” 

Furthermore, the head of marketing stated that a lot of work goes into coordinating the different 

parts of marketing, which is why it is needed to have good communication within the team. The 

reason why good communication is needed is to show the customer a unified front that 

represents the core values of the case company.   

To create a mutual view of the values of the case company and communicate this to customers, 

the Marketing department have one central marketing group that is located in the headquarters 

and marketing coordinators in the different countries. In the central marketing group, there are 

a total of six working areas and these are PR and social media manager, private customer digital 

marketing manager, point of sales marketing manager, graphic designer, customer relation 

management/communication project manager, corporate marketing manager. 
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The employees at the Marketing department have some common tasks that are included in their 

daily work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the marketing departments function. One 

common task in the Marketing department is to design trade fair booths and plan events also 

designing signs and other marketing materials. Other tasks are how communication and 

branding should be used to reach the target audience in the best way. Furthermore, the 

Marketing department are also responsible for the planning and execution of different 

campaigns and making sure that they work in all markets. All published PR content is created 

by the Marketing department, which means that they control all public releases of PR. 

5.1.2 Finance department 

According to the head of finance, the Finance departments function is to make sure accounting 

and licenses related to the accounting systems are compliant. Furthermore, the department is 

responsible that the business, from a financial stand point, is managed according to current laws 

and recommendations. The head of finance gave the following citation to more explicitly 

explain their function. 

“Finance is responsible for accounting, controlling and ensures that the company is 

compliant, we (finance) also have a say in the strategic plan the company has moving 

forward.” 

Externally, the Finance department is responsible for financial reports that are presented to the 

board, the owners and authorities.  

To better fulfill the Finance departments function, the department consists of four teams. These 

four teams are group accounting, accounting, business controlling and method of payments. 

Group accounting is responsible for developing principles regarding, for example, 

intercompany loans, depreciations and other accounting principles. The accounting team is 

responsible that the accounting is compliant to the principles that the group accounting team 

has established. The business controlling team is responsible for business support and business 

cases. The team responsible for method and payments, have the responsibility of profit and loss 

regarding methods of payment of the company. The teams work closely together to create an 

understanding between the teams. 

The employees at the Finance department have some common tasks that are included in their 

daily work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the Finance departments function. Common 

tasks in the department are accounting, business analysis, project management, contract 

management, mergers and acquisitions support and development of key performance indexes.  
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5.1.3 Customer care department 

According to a manager of the Customer care department, the function of the department is to 

support the customers when they have problems or questions about the service. The manager 

of customer care department gave the following citation when explaining the function. 

“Creating a good customer experience by supporting our customers with everything that could 

be needed when using the service and further supporting them with problems. We also register 

customers that call us so they can start using the service immediately”. (Translated from 

Swedish) 

The manager stated that the Customer care department acquires new customers, however these 

customers are strictly private customers that calls customer care. 

The Customer care department consists of two different teams, the first team is responsible for 

incoming private sales and easier support questions. The second team is responsible for more 

complicated support issues, for example payment related questions and other issues where the 

service does not work as intended. The teams have directions of what the individual are 

responsible for, which is done in order to structure the team. 

The employees at the Customer care department have some common tasks that are included in 

their daily work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the Customer care departments function. 

Common tasks in the customer care department is to register incoming complaints and acting 

on these complaints, they also help customers getting started with the service. 

5.1.4 IT department 

The manager of the IT department stated the following when asked about the function of the 

department. 

“The responsibility of the department is to develop and support the service that the company 

offers their customers and support of internal IT-systems”. (Translated from Swedish) 

The department is also responsible for the operation of the offered services as well as the 

support systems that the company uses. The support systems are for example the accounting 

system, customer relationship system and internal IT, such as email and calendars. The 

development of the service is often a collaboration with the service management department. 

Since the department is responsible for most of the systems that the case company uses an 

important part is to maintain a good relationship to the suppliers of the systems. 
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The IT department consists of different development and support teams. The teams are 

responsible for different services that the case company have, for example one team is 

responsible for incident and problem reports. Furthermore, internal IT is partly centralized but 

support is also present in each country. 

The employees at the IT department have some common tasks that are included in their daily 

work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the IT departments function. One task that is time 

consuming is supplier quality assurance. The reason why supplier quality assurance is time 

consuming is because they have several different suppliers which needs to be maintained. Other 

common tasks in the IT department are development, testing of services, incident and problem 

reports and supporting the employees at the case company. 

5.1.5 Service management department 

According to the service management manager, the Service management department is 

responsible for product and service design and has a considerable impact regarding corporate 

strategy. Furthermore, the manager of the Service management department states that most 

digital interaction is through Service management. The citation below was given by the service 

management manager and it explains the departments function. 

“We are responsible for product/service design and thus also to a large extent corporate 

strategy. This essentially means all digital interaction with the customer which means the lion 

share of our customer interactions and value creation.” 

More practically, the department is responsible for hosting, maintenance and development of 

the service. In addition, Service management is also co-responsible with the IT department for 

most of the supporting software for the organization. 

The Service management department is organized in several teams with specific customer 

segment focus and the Service management manager emphasized that all work in the 

department is teamwork and that no one works as individually. The work areas that the teams 

are based on are app, web, interactive voice response, SMS and online content that consists of 

tracking events for business intelligence purpose. 

The employees at the Service management department have some common tasks that are 

included in their daily work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the Service management 

departments function. As mentioned, product and service design and construction is one 

common task in the Service management department and they are also responsible for 

maintenance and hosting of the service. Tasks that are required for correct design and 
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construction of the service are metric and customer feedback tracking and interpretations. By 

tracking customer feedback the case company knows what to focus their efforts on and therefore 

has the information required for improvement of the service. Furthermore, a common task in 

the department is setting up third party collaborations to make the service more available. 

5.1.6 Sales department in Sweden 

According to one of the sales managers the Sales departments function is to conduct sales 

toward corporate customers. The Sales department are also responsible to keep contact and 

making sure that the customers are satisfied and are using the service. The sales manager gave 

the following citation when explaining the departments function. 

“Conduct sales to corporate customers. Actively contact and nurture companies around 

Sweden and to ensure that they use the service of the case company when they are in 

service.” (Translated from Swedish) 

This citation states that the Sales department does not only work with sales, but also customer 

relations. They need to make sure that the customers are satisfied and if they can help their 

customer to use the service in a better way. 

The Sales department consists of two sales managers and five sales personnel, every employee 

has their individual portfolio of customers. Even though they have their individual portfolio the 

employees at the Sales department works closely together and helps each other finding new 

potential customers. The close teamwork in the department means that the employees helps 

each other, but the customer will only have one sales employee as their responsible contact 

person at the company. 

The employees at the Sales department have some common tasks that are included in their daily 

work and the tasks are designed to fulfill the Sales departments function. One common task in 

the Sales department is to call and visit existing customers in order to nurture the portfolio of 

customers. In order to do this, they use a customer relation management system, the case 

company’s information system, e-mail and telephone. If the employees are not working with 

current customers, they are calling new potential customers. According to a survey, done at the 

sales department, the team uses 75 percent of their time on making sure that the current 

customers are satisfied. 

5.2 Service process of corporate customers 
By examining the presentations and observing the case company a service process regarding 

corporate customers was established. The chosen cost object requires certain processes to be 
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produced and by combining these processes with the departments functions the service 

process presented in figure 4, was constructed. The service process consists of six smaller 

processes which are Product development, Events & marketing campaigns, Customer 

acquisition, Use and delivery, Billing and Customer feedback.  

 

 

The first part of the process is Product development, in this process changes are made and 

added to the original service. The departments that are the most prominent and are responsible 

for most of the development are the IT department and the service management department. 

The second part of the process is Events & marketing campaigns, in this process the 

marketing strategies and events and campaigns are developed. In this process, it is the 

marketing department and the service management department that are the most prominent. 

The third part of the process is Customer acquisition and in this process new and existing 

customers are contacted with information regarding the service and new offers. Additionally, 

different data of corporate customers are collected for further analysis.  The most prominent 

department in this process is the sales department. 

The fourth part of the process is Use and delivery, this process consists of technical control of 

the service function and customer support that can assist the customer in their use of the 

service. This is done in order to maintain a certain level of quality in the use and delivery 

process. The most prominent department in this process is customer care department and IT 

department. 

The fifth part of the process is Billing and in this process the finance department and the IT 

department have a close collaboration in order to assure that the customers receive correct 

invoices and that they are easy to understand. 

The sixth process is Customer feedback and in this process the case company gathers 

feedback from the customers in different ways. The feedback is then used to improve the 

service and further service development. The most prominent departments in this process are 

the IT, service management and customer care department.  

Product

development

Events & 
marketing 
campaigns 

Customer 
feedback

Use and 
delivery

Billing
Customer 

acquisition

Figure 4, illustrates the identified service process in the case company. 
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5.3 The information system in the case company 
The information systems at the case company consists of three different systems. The first 

system is a system that the case company themselves has developed and contains information 

about employees and customers, furthermore it is also possible to create different simulations 

of the service in this system. The second system is the standard accounting system and this 

system is categorized in a way that makes it possible to match costs to the information in the 

first system. The purpose of the third system is to present and match the information from the 

two other systems. It is however, the first system that sets the possibilities and limitations of 

what cost information can be produced. This is because the first system contains all the available 

information about the activities that are required by the service, it is to these activities that the 

costs stored in the accounting system are matched to. 

Since one purpose of the paper is to see how an information system can help in identifying 

activity cost drivers it is only the information in the information system that will be described 

and not the possibility to create simulations. The information has a hierarchic structure with the 

highest being Customer, where information about the customer is stored. The second level is 

called Billing Account and at this level billing information is stored. The third and last level is 

User, where information about the individual service user is stored, including transactions and 

costs. Figure 5, illustrates the hierarchy structure that is used in the information system. 

 

 

The larger boxes in figure 5, Customer, Billing Account and User represents the three hierarchy 

levels in the information system. The hierarchy which is illustrated to the right in figure 5 is an 

example of a corporate customer setup. The first level, Customer, is the same for corporate and 

Figure 5, illustrates the structure of the information system of the case company 
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private customers in the regard that it only could be one entry in this hierarchy. The second 

level, Billing Account, can differ between private and corporate customers. Private customers 

can only have one entry on Billing Account level, while corporate customers can have several 

entries. This is because some corporate customers want to separate the service use between their 

own departments, for examples sales team one and sales team two. The third level, User, 

functions in the same way as the second level, where private customers only can have one entry 

and corporate customers can have several entries. To get a further understanding, the three 

hierarchy levels are described in detail below. 

5.3.1 Customer level 

The Customer level contains general information about the customer. The information on this 

level are similar between corporate and private customers and are set up in the same way. The 

difference between the two types of customers is that private customers have a social security 

number and corporate customers have an organization number. The information that is stored 

on this level can be categorized in to three different information types, basic information, 

segmentation information, activity and tracking information. 

The basic information includes the name of the customer, the customers contact information 

and contact person at the case company, this basic information is mainly used to know who the 

customer is. The segmentation information includes which country they are active in and if they 

are a corporate or a private customer, this information can be used to create samples by 

organizing customers from country and type of customer. The activity and tracking information 

includes information if the customer has any active special offers, contact history and an event 

log. Regarding special offers, it is for example possible to see if a customer started using the 

service during a campaign, if they have an active campaign now and it is also possible to see if 

they continued to use the service and if their behavior changed when the campaign ended. 

Contact history shows if the customers have been in contact with customer support, how the 

contact was made and why the contact was initiated. Errands that cannot be solved directly by 

customer support and needs to be investigated are categorized in the event log. Examples of 

events are invoice questions and problems, payment questions and other customer problems.   

5.3.2 Billing Account level 

As previously stated corporate customers can have several billing accounts while a private 

customer only can have one. The types of information on this level are generally the same as 

on the Customer level. The difference is that the information can be specified to a billing 
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account, for example the customer contact can differ from the Customer level contact. 

Furthermore, all information on this level is specific to billing accounts, this means that if there 

is an entry in the event log, it is the billing account that established the problem or question on 

the Billing Account level and not the Customer level. 

Except the information that exists in the previous level, there is also new information on this 

level. This information includes method of payment, which subscription model the billing 

account uses and transactions per billing account. There are several methods of payment, for 

example there are invoices, card payments, online solutions and top ups, some of these are 

country specific while other exists in all markets. Depending on the chosen method of payment 

and subscription model the information regarding transactions per billing account can differ. 

The transaction will either be compiled to one invoice where every use of the service for one 

month will be gathered and specified, or every use of the service will be shown as a separate 

transaction. Depending on the chosen subscription model there are different kinds of costs that 

are added to the service and these are specified either per transaction or invoice.  

5.3.3 User level 

The user at the User level is a specific individual person, meaning that the private customers 

account can only contain one user, themselves. A corporate customer can have several users at 

the User level, however the information that is related to a corporate user is just as unique as to 

a private user. The information on this level is therefore tied to one specific individual person. 

The User level contains the general information that both Customer level and Billing Account 

level contains. This means that the User level for example contains the users name, contact 

information to the user, which subscription model they are using and a personal event log. 

Specific information for this level is therefore information about how the users are using the 

service. Information regarding their geographical location when they are using the service is 

tracked. Furthermore, the duration and what time of the day when they are using the service is 

also tracked. Additionally, personal notifications sent to the customers can be seen on this level. 

For example, notifications regarding active campaigns and specific offers that are tailored to 

the user. 
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6. The service process and its activities 
This chapter is a product of the gathered data that was presented in chapter 5. In this chapter 

the activities and activity cost drivers are presented, important to note, is that the choice of 

activities and activity cost drivers are not the essential result of this paper. This chapter 

creates the foundation for the identification of problems associated with identifying activity 

cost drivers. 

The process that was identified in the case company and is presented in figure 4, shows the 

service process regarding corporate customers with subscription model Large. By combining 

the identified process and the tasks that were presented by the managers at the case company 

a number of activities that are a part of the process was created. The aggregation of tasks to 

homogenous activities, that will be presented below, was done since identifying activity cost 

drivers to every task that is done in the process would require detailed knowledge of the case 

company. Furthermore, if tasks and activities have the same output they should be combined 

to facilitate the activity based costing system. By attaching the activities to the different sub 

processes in the service process it becomes easier to understand what the activities role in the 

process is and what resources the activity requires. Figure 6, shows a developed picture of the 

service process and how the activities in the different functions are intertwined to create the 

process. 

 

 

Figure 6, illustrates how the activities are linked to create the service process. 
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Figure 6, illustrates how the activities are connected to sub-processes and the functions. The 

activities are divided into three categories that have slightly different characteristics, these 

categories have different colors in the matrix. The category represented by the color green 

means that the activities in the category only are performed in that part of the process. The 

category represented by orange means that the activities are performed continuously in two or 

more sub-processes. The last category which is represented by blue means that the activity is 

performed in multiple processes but not necessarily continuously.  

6.1 Identification of activity cost drivers 

6.1.1 Finance 

The activity, 1. Analyzing the service, consists of analyzing ideas that will be implemented 

into the service. After this a statement where profitability of the idea is presented. The chosen 

activity cost driver is, amount of time spent on ideas presented for analysis. A presented idea 

can often vary in its scope, which mean that it is difficult to measure actual time consumption. 

The activity, 2. Managing contracts, consists of contract management, which means handling 

and storage of written contracts with corporate customers. The chosen activity cost driver is 

number of handled contracts. To properly use the activity cost driver, information regarding 

the number of handled contracts written needs to be available. 

The activity, 3. Accounting, consist of the correction of invoices that are faulty and eventual 

repayments. The chosen activity cost driver is reported number of faulty invoices. To properly 

use the activity cost driver information regarding the number of faulty invoices needs to be 

available. 

The activity, 4. Improving billing process, consists of refining invoices both visually and 

regarding the billing process towards customers. The chosen activity cost driver is amount of 

time spent on improving billing. To properly use the activity cost driver, information 

regarding the amount of time spent needs to be available. Furthermore, the activity is 

influenced by several aspects in the case company, for example new implementations in the 

service that requires additional billing information. 

6.1.2 Service management 

The activity, 5. Developing the service, consists of both design and construction of the 

service. Design and construction are intertwined, meaning that they are performed together. 

The chosen activity cost driver is amount of time spent on developing the service. The first 

problem associated with the chosen activity cost driver is that it is dependent on available 
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information regarding the actual time spent on development. Another problem regarding the 

activity cost driver is that design and construction of the service are simultaneous and 

dependent on one another and therefore the activity cost drivers needs to be adapted to both. 

The activity, 6. Collaboration, consists of collaborations with other companies to enable 

further service development and to make the service easier to access and available to more 

customers. The chosen activity cost driver is amount of time spent on collaborations. The 

reason why amount of time was chosen instead of amount of collaborations is because 

collaborations are wildly different from each other. A requirement to use the activity cost 

driver is that information regarding time is available. 

The activity, 7. Metric tracking, consists of gathering, tracking and interpreting information 

regarding, for example, new customers or how successful the latest marketing campaign was. 

The chosen activity cost driver is number of metrics. The activity cost driver is dependent on 

available information regarding the metrics. 

The activity, 8. Maintenance and hosting, consists of controlling the system to make sure that 

the systems that run the service are operational. The chosen activity cost driver is amount of 

time spent on maintenance and hosting. A problem with the identification of a correct activity 

cost driver is that the activity encroaches on other activities, however it still has a unique 

output and therefore needs to be classified as an individual activity. A consequence of this is 

that specific information about the actual time spent on maintenance and hosting needs to be 

available. 

6.1.3 IT 

The activity, 9. Maintenance of support systems, consists of making sure that internal systems 

like email, calendars and telephones are working as intended. The chosen activity cost driver 

is amount of time spent on maintenance of support systems. The activity cost driver is 

dependent on available information regarding the amount of time spent. 

The activity, 10. Testing of services, consists of making sure that the service and the systems 

surrounding the service can handle new additions that will be implemented in the service that 

are developed by Service management. The chosen activity cost driver is amount of time spent 

on new implementations. A problem with the chosen activity cost driver is that the 

implementations can vary in its scope. 
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The activity, 11. Assuring supplier quality, consists of continuously making sure that the 

suppliers services are correct. This means assuring that the expectations of the case company 

are met and that the services are working as intended. The chosen activity cost driver is 

amount of time spent on preventing faults. The problem with the chosen activity cost driver is 

that information regarding the time spent of the activity is needed. 

The activity, 12. Handling incident and problem reports, consists of handling incoming 

complaints that are related to IT problems with the service. This means that if a customer can 

not register additional units to their account the problem is reported to IT, and fixed. The 

chosen activity cost driver is amount of time spent on reported problems. A reported problem 

can often vary in its scope, which means that it is difficult to measure actual time 

consumption. 

6.1.4 Sales 

The activity, 13. Calling existing customers, consists of keeping the existing corporate 

customer base up to date and at the same time offer the customers additional parts of the 

service. The chosen activity cost driver is number of existing corporate customers. The reason 

the number of corporate customer are chosen is because the activity is relatively standardized 

which means that one additional customer consumes a certain amount of time. To use this 

activity cost driver information regarding current amount of corporate customer needs to be 

available. 

The activity, 14. Calling new customers, consists of the sales personnel calling new potential 

corporate customer and offering the service to them. The chosen activity cost driver is amount 

of time spent on calling new potential customers. The problem with this chosen activity cost 

driver is that information about the time spent on calling customers, needs to be available.  

6.1.5 Marketing 

The activity, 15. Design and plan of trade fair booths and events, consists of the design of the 

booth that will be used and the planning surrounding the event. For example, how materials 

should be shipped to the event and contact with the host of the event. The chosen activity cost 

driver for this activity is number of corporate events. The problem with the chosen activity 

cost driver is that information about the number of corporate events needs to be available.  

The activity, 16. Design and plan of marketing materials, consists of the design of all 

marketing materials used in the case company and plans of how the design should be created. 

The chosen activity cost driver for this activity is amount of time spent on marketing 
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materials. A problem associated with the chosen activity cost driver is that it is dependent on 

available information regarding the time actually spent on marketing materials. This is a 

problem since multiple people, at different times works in the activity. Furthermore, the time 

spent is irregular and is dependent on a multitude of factors. 

The activity, 17. Communication of brand values, consists of how the case company 

communicates their values. The goal of this activity is to create an image that customers 

associate with the case company. The chosen activity cost driver is amount of time spent on 

communication. A problem associated with the chosen activity cost driver is that it is 

dependent on available information regarding the time actually spent on communication. 

Another problem is that the purport of the activity often differs every time it is performed. 

6.1.6 Customer care 

The activity, 18. Helping customers use the service, consists of handling questions regarding 

how to use the service that customers have before or during they are using the service. The 

chosen activity cost driver is number of incoming questions. Information regarding how many 

and what type of questions customers have is needed to properly measure the activity cost 

driver. 

The activity, 19. Collecting customer complaints, consists of handling complaints the 

customer experience when the service is finished and the result was not satisfactory for the 

customer. The chosen activity cost driver is number of incoming complaints. Information 

regarding the complaints that the customer has is needed to properly measure the activity cost 

driver. 

The activity, 20. Handling invoice questions, consists of supporting the customers with their 

invoice questions. The chosen activity cost driver is number of received invoice questions. 

Information regarding how many and what type of invoice questions customers have is 

needed to properly measure the activity cost driver. 
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7. Problems with identifying activity cost drivers 
This chapter starts with a presentation of five identified categories, the meaning of each 

category is then presented and discussed. After this, the connection between the categories 

will be discussed. The chapter ends with a discussion regarding the benefits of the 

information system. 

7.1 Five categories 

When identifying activity cost drivers for the case company, different problems and 

requirements were identified, if the requirements were not fulfilled they also became 

problems. The problems have been categorized into five different categories, Absence of 

information, Choice of perspective, Intertwinedness, Continuous change and Standardization. 

The first category is Absence of information and this category means that identified activity 

cost drivers requires a certain degree of information. The second category, which is Choice of 

perspective means that the identification of activity cost drivers is dependent of the 

aggregation when identifying activities. The third category is Intertwinedness and this 

category means that identified activities are intertwined and therefore the identification of 

activity cost drivers becomes more complicated. The fourth category is Continuous change 

and this category means that the execution of the activity can be different, this becomes a 

problem when identifying activity cost drivers. The fifth and last category is Standardization 

and means that the consumption of the activity varies dependent on the extent of tasks. The 

problem in each category will be presented and discussed below. 

7.1.1 Absence of information 

When identifying activity cost drivers, information regarding the activities and information 

about the consumption of the activity cost drivers needs to be available. The first kind of 

information that is needed is knowledge of what the activity actually consists of. This is 

needed to create an activity cost driver which measures are close to the real resource 

consumption of the activity. An example of this, is that to establish an activity cost driver for 

activity 2. Managing contracts, knowledge about how the case company manages their 

contracts is vital. If knowledge is lacking, there is a risk of choosing an activity cost driver 

that does not accurately measure the resource consumption. In this case the activity cost 

driver, number of new contracts, could have been chosen, but the activity includes changes in 

existing contracts and handling of terminated contracts. This means that the activity cost 

driver, number of new contracts, would not have measured the consumption correctly, while 

the activity cost driver, number of handled contracts, is closer to the actual consumption. 
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The second kind of information that is needed is information regarding the chosen activity 

cost driver. This information is needed to be able to measure the activity cost driver in a 

reliable way, a reliable measure is needed to be able to use the activity cost driver. If 

information of the second kind is missing the activity cost driver cannot be used correctly. For 

example, activity 2, Managing contracts, needs information regarding the number of handled 

contracts. If this information cannot be identified and compiled the identified activity cost 

driver cannot be used since the information required is missing. 

Different activity cost drivers require different information, some information most 

companies have access to without creating an information system. For example, number of 

handled contracts is fairly easy to compile since there is an easy to access register which 

contains the contracts. On the contrary for activity 20, Handling invoice questions, more 

precise information is required. Information regarding the actual time handling invoice 

questions requires an information system that can track the information and this is needed to 

correctly use the activity cost driver. 

The category, Absence of information, shows that two different kinds of information is 

required to identify and use activity cost drivers in a reliable way. The reason why lack of 

information is a problem when identifying activity cost drivers is since knowledge about what 

needs to be measured needs to be available and the possibility to measure what needs to be 

measured needs to be available. Most of the read scientific articles and educational books 

states that information needs to be available to be able to use activity based costing, they also 

stated that access to information is a problem in the service sector. The scientific articles 

discuss the need of information, mostly that the service lacks adequate information systems 

(Brignall, 1991; Tan 2009; Terzioglu & Chan, 2013). This paper has also identified the need 

of information and has further identified two different kinds of information that is needed. 

This categorization of information has not been explicitly made in earlier research were 

information is discussed as one term. 

7.1.2 Choice of perspective 

When identifying activity cost drivers, the Choice of perspective is a factor that needs to be 

considered. The chosen perspective is fundamental when activities are identified, this is 

because the chosen perspective decides how detailed the identified activities will be. Since 

activity cost drivers are directly connected to the identified activities, the chosen perspective 

becomes a problem when identifying activity cost drivers. This is because different 

perspectives need different detailed information. If activities have a high aggregation level, 
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meaning that many tasks and activities have been aggregated to one activity, extensive and 

detailed information is not needed in the same degree as if a low aggregation level would 

have been chosen. The chosen perspective is dependent of the available information, since the 

identification of activity cost drivers are dependent of the available information to be 

accurately measured. If the activity is complex it can be problematic to choose a desired 

perspective, this is because the activity cannot be divided properly or measured in the desired 

way. 

An example of how the chosen perspective influences the possibility to identify activity cost 

drivers can be given with activity 7, Metric tracking. One perspective would be to aggregate 

the activities/tasks gathering, tracking and interpreting information to one activity, like done 

above. This would mean that only information regarding the aggregated activity would be 

needed to use the identified activity cost driver. Another perspective would be to have 

separate activities for each task, metric gathering, metric tracking and metric interpretation. If 

separate activities for each task was chosen it would have required more detailed information, 

since specific information regarding gathering, tracking and interpreting would be needed to 

establish measurable activity cost drivers. 

Another example is activity 13, Calling existing customers, where the activity consists of 

calling existing customers to maintain relations and offering additional services. These two 

parts are done simultaneously during one call to the customer. The activity could be divided 

into two activities, calling existing customers, and, offering additional services. If the 

activities are divided into different activities, information regarding which part of the call that 

is related to relations and which part that is related to sales of additional services would be 

needed to establish measurable activity cost drivers. 

The category, Choice of perspective, shows that the identification of activities affects the 

possibility to identify measurable activity cost drivers. The reason for this is because Choice 

of perspective decides how complex the activity cost driver will be. A complex activity cost 

driver will require more resources to be measured, however a simple activity cost driver might 

not give enough details regarding the cost object and therefore it will be more difficult to 

analyze the costs associated with the cost object. The Choice of perspective is also tied to how 

much and detailed information the company has, since information is needed to identify 

activity cost drivers. The problems identified in this category are somewhat similar to what 

earlier research and educational books states when identifying activity cost drivers (Gerdin, 

1995; Chea, 2011). They state that considerations regarding how activities and activity cost 
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drivers should be aggregated properly to be able to measure the activities. The identified 

category, Choice of perspective, also states that choices needs to be made and that these 

choices are affected and affects the complexity of activities.  

7.1.3 Intertwinedness 

When identifying activity cost drivers in the service sector, intertwinedness within the activity 

and between activities becomes a problem. This means that two kinds of intertwinedness has 

been identified. The first kind is internal intertwinedness and this means that it is hard to 

identify a correct activity cost driver within the activity. The reason for this is since there is 

more than one measurement in the activity that could be measured, however the activity 

cannot be split into two or more activities. The activity cannot be split because the activities in 

the activity are intertwined with each other, which means that the activities works together at 

the same time. An example of internal intertwinedness is activity, 5. Developing the service, 

where both design and construction of the service are a part of the activity. If possible, it 

would have been more precise to measure both design and construction of the service 

separately, since the follow up then could show variation in both design and construction. 

However, in the case company, which is a service company, design and construction of the 

service are simultaneous, which makes it difficult to separate the time spent on each of the 

activities.  Since it is difficult to separate the time spent on each activity it becomes 

increasingly difficult to identify a measurable activity cost driver for design respectively 

construction. 

The second kind of intertwinedness, which is external intertwinedness, means that it is 

difficult to measure the time that is spent on the activities in this category. This is because the 

activities are intertwined with other activities. Since they are performed together and are 

dependent on each other it becomes difficult to measure and identify activity cost drivers in a 

correct way. An example of external intertwinedness is activity 4, Improving billing process, 

and this activity is intertwined with activity 5, Developing the service. The reason why the 

activities are intertwined is because the improvement of the billing process influences and is 

influenced by the activity developing the service, therefore it becomes difficult to separate the 

time spent on each activity. A consequence of not being able to separate the time spent on 

each activity is that it becomes difficult to identify a measurable activity cost driver. A similar 

problem occurs in activity 6, Collaboration and activity 8, Maintenance and hosting, since 

they are also connected to activity 5, Developing the service. 
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The category, Intertwinedness, shows that there is a problem when identifying activity cost 

drivers, since some activities are difficult to separate. One reason that the problem exists, 

especially in service sector, could be since it is difficult to define when the development and 

the production of the service happens. Furthermore, the development and production of the 

service is constant and therefore it directly affects other activities that are connected to the 

development and production in the service. 

7.1.4 Continuous change 

When identifying activity cost drivers, an identified problem is that an activity can be in 

continuous change, which affects the identification of an activity cost driver. The category, 

Continuous change, means that when an activity is observed the second time its activity cost 

driver could be different from the first observation. This is because the composition of the 

activity changes over time. An example of this is activity 17, Communication of brand values, 

where the activity includes communicating internal brand values and strategy for how 

communication in different kinds of media will be performed, this includes commercials in 

radio and television, designing posters, communicating in social media and more. All these 

requires a different approach when they are designed and created. However, since all of these 

give the same output, they have been aggregated to one activity. 

The category, Continuous change, shows that the identified activity cost driver becomes more 

difficult to determine. The reason for this is since a transaction-based activity cost driver 

cannot be used, this is because of constant change and that the activity does not have one type 

of measurable transaction, therefore a time-based activity cost driver needs to be chosen. 

Furthermore, since the activity is in constant change the time spent on the activity and what is 

done is also changed. Therefore, a detailed information system that measures the time 

consumption needs to be available in order to correctly use the identified activity cost driver. 

7.1.5 Standardization 

When identifying activity cost drivers an identified category is standardization, the category 

means that the degree of standardization within the activities becomes a problem when 

choosing a measurable activity cost driver. This means that the activities consumption can 

vary depending on the extent of the task. One example of this is activity 6, Collaboration, the 

cost driver for this activity could be the number of collaborations that the case company has. 

Problems regarding the number of collaborations would be that collaborations are different in 

their extent, some collaborations require more time and effort from several functions while 

other collaborations take less time and effort from the case company. This means that more 
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information regarding the different collaborations is needed to create a measurable activity 

cost driver. 

The category, Standardization, shows that it becomes difficult to measure an activity cost 

driver when the activity is not standardized. The activity cost driver that would be easiest to 

measure and follow up would be a transaction driven activity cost driver. In the example 

given above, the case company knows how many collaborations they currently have. Since 

the activities in this category are not standardized a transaction-based driven activity cost 

driver would not be accurate since it would not measure the actual consumption. Since a 

transaction-based activity cost drivers measure is inconsequent a time-based activity cost 

driver would be preferred.  However, using a time-based activity cost driver means that more 

information regarding the time consumption of the activity would be needed. 

7.2 The five categories connection 
From the discussion above it is clear that information is one of the key elements when 

identifying functioning activity cost drivers. Having access to both the first and second kind 

of information is beneficial when identifying activity cost drivers. Based on the need of 

information, relations between the other categories and information can be observed. Figure 7, 

illustrates the relations that have been observed in this paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned, access to information is required to properly identify activities and activity 

cost drivers. If a company has complete information of both the first and second kind, 

identifying activities and their activity cost drivers will become much easier since the 

Figure 7, illustrates how the five categories are connected. 
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company have information of exactly what the activity is and can measure everything in the 

activity in an accurate way. The problem is that having complete information is practically 

impossible, which means that absence of information is the main problem when identifying 

activity cost drivers. The reason why absence of information is a problem is because when 

information is absent the different choices are limited to the available information. The 

choices that needs to be made is in how activities and their activity cost drivers will be 

identified and therefore, a choice of perspective needs to be made. The choice of perspective 

is dependent on the information that is available, since access to information regarding the 

identified activity and the activity cost driver needs to be available. When making the choices 

of how to identify activities and their activity cost drivers further problems was identified. 

The identified problems in this paper, as stated earlier, have been categorized as 

Intertwinedness, Continuous change and Standardization. When the Choice of perspective has 

been made, there is a risk that the identified activity is intertwined and therefore establishing 

an activity cost driver that measures the consumption in the activity needs to be made general. 

This means that the chosen activity cost driver will be difficult to follow up in a detailed way, 

since the measure measures an intertwined activity. Intertwinedness can also limit how the 

activity can be aggregated and therefore limiting the Choice of perspective. The next problem 

that arises because of the chosen perspective, is that some activities contains Continuous 

change. This happens because activities must be aggregated and therefore the tasks in the 

activity are changing, which means that identifying a functional activity cost driver becomes 

more difficult. Furthermore, Standardization is affected in the same way as Intertwinedness 

and Continuous change, the Chosen perspective aggregates activities and makes it difficult to 

identify a functional activity cost driver since the consumption in the activity varies. 

As seen in figure 7, this paper has identified a connection between Intertwinedness, 

Continuous change and Standardization, these three categories are, as stated above, affected 

by the Choice of perspective. However, since the categories are somewhat similar, it is 

possible to make the assumption that the categories are connected and affects each other. For 

example, Continuous change could mean that the identified activity cost driver is hard to 

standardize and can change in its extent. That an activity is in continuous change and that it is 

hard to standardize it can mean that the activity is intertwined with other activities and an 

activity that is intertwined could mean that it is in continuous change and hard to standardize.  
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7.3 The benefits of the information system 
To see how the information system of the case company can help with measuring the 

activities and activity cost drivers, they have been examined. When examining the activities 

and the activity cost drivers some activities could be measured with help of the information 

system of the case company, while other activities could not be measured by the information 

system.  

Activity 3, Accounting, 7, Metric tracking, 18, Helping customer use the service, 19, 

Collecting customer complaints and 20, Handling invoice questions, can be measured by the 

information system of the case company. This is since the information system logs all 

interactions with the customers. These logs contain information about reported incidents and 

problems from customers and by having this information more choices of perspectives can be 

chosen, since more information is available. Information regarding activity 13, Calling 

existing customers and 14, Calling new customers, is also available in the information system, 

this information is available since the system logs the phone calls that the sales personnel 

makes. The information system can also differentiate between phone calls to new customers 

and phone calls to existing customers. Since this information is available, differentiating the 

activity cost driver of activity 13, Calling existing customers and 14, Calling new customers, 

is possible. 

Even though information from the customers is available in the information system, the activity 

cost driver of activity 12, Handling incident and problem reports, cannot be measured with the 

information that is stored in the information system of the case company. This is since only the 

number of reported incidents and problems are logged in the system and not the amount of time 

spent on the activity. The reason why the activity cannot be measured with a transaction-based 

activity cost driver is since knowledge of what the activity actually consist of is missing. With 

more knowledge, the activity could be less aggregated and the less aggregated activity might 

be possible to measure through a transaction-based activity cost driver. The identification of 

the other activity cost drivers has not been facilitated by the information system of the case 

company.  

When examining the activity cost drivers, the information system of the case company 

facilitates the identification of activity cost drivers that are directly associated with customer 

contact. The reason for this is since the information system contains information about 

customers and contact with customers. Since all information about the customer is available, 

one could argue that the case company has complete information regarding the customer. With 
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complete information, more options regarding Choice of perspective can be chosen and 

therefore the problems with the other categories, Intertwinedness, Continuous change and 

Standardization are facilitated. Since information is available activities can be divided more 

precisely and aggregated in a more informed way. 

8. Conclusion 
The first research question of this paper was, what problems arise when identifying activity cost 

drivers in the service sector? 

The problems that arise when identifying activity cost drivers has in this paper been 

categorized into five categories, Absence of information, Choice of perspective, Continuous 

change and Standardization. 

Theoretically it is fairly easy to establish an activity cost driver, however, practically it is 

harder to identify a functional activity cost driver since a lot of information is required. In this 

paper two kinds of information were identified, the first kind of information is knowledge of 

what the activity actual consists of and the second kind of information is information that can 

measure the consumption of the activity cost driver. That information is required has also 

been identified in earlier research (Brignall, 1991; Tan 2009; Terzioglu & Chan, 2013), 

however what kind of information that is required has not been given an explicit definition. 

If information of one or both kinds are missing, problems of identifying activity cost drivers 

will arise. The reason for this is since a choice where not all the information is available needs 

to be made. The choice that needs to be made is how the activity should be defined and what 

type of activity cost driver that will measure the activity. The choice of perspective, that is 

limited due to the absence of information, could lead to additional problems when identifying 

activity cost drivers. The problems that arise, because of the choice of perspective, is that 

activities can be intertwined with each other, that activities can be in continuous change and 

that the extent of the activity can vary. That the three categories Intertwinedness, Continuous 

change and Standardization are connected with each other has been identified in this paper. 

However, how these three categories are connected would require more research to define. 

The second research question of this paper was, how does access to an information system 

benefits the identification of activity cost drivers? 

Access to an information system gives the case company the possibility to measure the 

activities in different ways. The information system contains information of the first kind and 
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therefore the three problems are facilitated since information makes it possible to measure 

what needs to be measured. However, the information system does not contain information of 

the second kind and therefore the three identified categories remain since knowledge about 

the activities is missing.  
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